Geography

Science

We will be learning the names of the countries that belong to the U.K. We will
be using maps of London to find significant buildings and looking at how a key
is used.

We will be learning about the properties of everyday materials. We will be
learning about the materials used in houses in London during the Great
Fire and thinking about why these materials helped the fire spread so
quickly.

Maths

English

This term we will be continuing our work on place value to a hundred and
beginning to compare these numbers. We will be looking at halves and
quarters of shapes and quantities.

We are looking at recounts this term and will write our own recounts using
time conjunctions such next, then and later. We will also be looking at a
report all about the Great Fire of London and learning to use some of the
features of a report.

PE

Phonics

In PE we will be taking part in team races in
preparation for Sports Day and using small
apparatus.
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We will be focusing on how to stay safe and
healthy. We be learning about personal hygiene
such as bushing our teeth and staying safe in the
sun.

We are designing and making our own houses
to help us learn about how they were made in
London in 1666. We will also be making our
own sliding mechanism

We will be learning about Judaism and some Jewish
celebrations such as Shabbat.

We will continue applying our sounds to ‘real’ and
‘alien’ words. We will begin looking at alternative
spellings of the same sound. We will be preparing
for our phonics screening test in June.

Computing

History

We will be using computers to find out about
important building and features of London.

We will be learning all about the Great Fire of London. We will be sequencing the key events into a
timeline. At the end of our topic, we will be making our own Pudding Lane using our boxes and
recreating the fire!

